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by Stefano Sitzia

Anatolian Eagle
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Anatolian Eagle

Airbus A400M ‘Atlas’ - Turkish Air Force
12nci HUAÜ (wing)  221 Filo (squadron)  ‘Esen’ (Brise)   Kayseri/Erkilet Airport
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Boeing 737 AEW&C (airborne early warning and control) MESA ‘Baris Kartali (Peace Eagle)’ - Turkish Air Force
3ncu AJEÜ (wing)  131 filo (squadron)  ‘Ejder (Dragon)’    3rd Main Jet Base, Konya Airport
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General Dynamics F-16C - Turkish Air Force
3ncu AJEÜ (wing)  134 Akrotim Filo (squadron)  ’Türk Yildizlari (Turkish Stars) - Solo Turk’

McDonnell Douglas F-4E Phantom II ’Terminator 2020’
1ncu AJÜ (wing)  111 Filo (squadron)  ‘Panter’   Eskisehir Base

Dassaul Mirage 2000-5EDA
No.1 Fighter Wing  - No.7 Air Superiority Squadron     Doha Airport

Boeing 737 AEW&C (airborne early warning and control) MESA ‘Baris Kartali (Peace Eagle)’ - Turkish Air Force
 3ncu AJEÜ (wing)  131 filo (squadron)  ‘Ejder (Dragon)’    3rd Main Jet Base, Konya Airport

Eurofighter Typhoon T3 - Royal Air Force
 3(F) Squadron ’Tertius primus erit’  RAF Conigsby
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Dassaul Mirage 2000-5EDA/5DDA
No.1 Fighter Wing  - No.7 Air Superiority Squadron   Doha Airport

Dassaul Mirage 2000-5EDA
No.1 Fighter Wing  - No.7 Air Superiority Squadron     Doha Airport
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General Dynamics F-16D - Turkish Air Force
4ncu AJÜ (wing)  142 Filo (squadron)  ‘Ceylan (Gazelle)’   Ankara/Akinici Base
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Eurofighter Typhoon - Spanish Air Force
Ala 11 (Wing) ‘Vista, suerte y al toro’   Moron Air Base
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Eurofighter Typhoon - Spanish Air Force
Ala 11 (Wing) ‘Vista, suerte y al toro’   Moron Air Base

Eurofighter Typhoon - Spanish Air Force
Ala 11 (Wing) ‘Vista, suerte y al toro’   Moron Air Base

Dassaul Mirage 2000-5EDA
No.1 Fighter Wing - No.7 Air Superiority Squadron     Doha Airport
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General Dynamics F-16BM  ‘Peace Falcon’ - Royal Jordanian Air Force
1st squadron    King Abdullah I AB
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McDonnell Douglas F-4E Phantom II ’Terminator 2020’
1ncu AJÜ (wing) - 111 Filo (squadron)  ‘Panter’   Eskisehir Base
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This report is made with NIKON D600 and NIKON D700 cameras
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marrakech 
Air show !

Dassault Mirage F1CH - Royal Moroccan Air Force

Lockheed KC-130H Hercules - Royal Moroccan Air Force

Air to air refuelling with some fighters

Dassault Falcon 900EX - Italian Air Force

Lockheed Martin F-16C Royal Moroccan Air Force

Aerospatiale SA-342L Gazelle - Royal Moroccan Air Force
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Wednesday
Having registered for the flight Charleroi-Marrakech, I found myself, after a quiet flight 
of three and a half hour, in the middle of the night, in a taxi to my hotel.
Thursday (no public day)
I meet my friend Stanak at breakfast and we plan the program of the day. We then taxi 
to the Aero-club, the public entry to the Marrakech Air Show. Although duly accredited, 
I have to wait an hour for the opening of the office after what they do not find my pass 
and ask me to be patient for another 20 minutes as the E.D.P. does not start easy. After 
a final but unfruitful try, we are good for two new passes. (Always keep your mails!)
O.K. The “Static” is there and to our great astonishment we discover the quasi totality 
of the Moroccan operational material. That’s luck!
Our cameras operate intensively. The military are courteous and we ask them permis-
sion to move the presentation panels in order to perform neat shots which fly agree 
to very kindly.
They also let us enter the area limited by barriers Nadar.
As we had plenty of time we start talking with some pilots and mechanics. Fantastic!
Meanwhile the heat goes up and up to 30°C
We find refuge in the hangars (four of them) set up as show rooms, where we have 
access to the bar (Water, coffee and sodas)
About 2 p.m. we set ourselves for the flyng display at a place, which we realize, is not 
the best, but is quite convenient for some “roulages” in front of us.
Flying: Marche Verte, Aguilla patrol, Canadair.
Passing: T6, Alpha jet, F5, Mirage F1.
Moving to the exit and watching the American C130 and KC 135, I venture to ask if we 
could get into these two and we are O.K!  For a guided tour as we never had before.
We call back our taxi and back to the hotel: shower, empty memory card and two hours 
later meeting at the pool bar: justice to the local beer. Justice to the local beer.
Departure to Jemaa el Fna and a light meal at an ambulant resto.
Friday (no public day)
Late breakfast as the day program is light as a matter of fact only one hour of flight in 
the afternoon, for which we had decided to stay outer.
I take advantage to meet a local acquaintance; a cup of coffee alongside the pool.

by JP Lardinois

I call our taxi and explain where we want him to drop us. He is quite surprised but, 
having asked a colleague for the best route, he finally finds our spot point, the end of 
track 10, where other spotters already are waiting.
For an expected hour of flight we got only 30 minutes demonstration and we were 
surprised by the passing of four F16 all full afterburner.
As for the helicopters, the crop is still quite poor.
You know what comes after: hotel, shower, pool bar, Jemaa el Fna. This time I had the 
smart idea to venture into the souks for a quick look. Not quite quick as we got lost and 
after a long search and one hour wandering we finally got out of the mess.
Saturday (open to the public)
After breakfast we drive to the exhibition, one hour before the opening to the public in 
order to perform the last static shots as indeed some plane had been relocated. Then 
we establish ourselves for the first flying passage of the day.
Unfortunately it is cancelled and rumors about a postponement of the second one are 
spreading in the spotters group.
We water refill (quite a must) and call your taxi for a strategic withdrawal on the 
opposite side sooner than planned to assure ourselves about the middle of the track so 
we would be a close as possible to the eventual helicopters. Right were we! The flying 
begins half an hour early.
For two hours of complete happiness.
One refueling C 130 with two F 16, two F1 and two F5 connected, parachutists dropping 
after the take off of their Casa on the right aisle this time of the two Canadair’s, la 
marche verte, Aguilla, blocks of 4or 5 with the T6, Alpha-jet, F1, F5, F16.
Then came the helicopters with four gazelles, four AB206 who honor us with a low 
pass over us
Pumas remained far enough and hardly observable because of the heat haze.
Briefly, the total pleasure
Sunday
Closing breakfast. It’s time to go home. Not, as far as I am concerned, without being re 
booked on a later flight to Brussels. That is part of the game!
See you again in two years!

Northrop F-5E Tiger II - Royal Moroccan Air Force

Dassault Falcon 900EX - Italian Air Force

Aerospatiale SA-342L Gazelle - Royal Moroccan Air Force

Travel notes
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Dassault Mirage F1CH - Royal Moroccan Air Force
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Dassault-Dornier Alpha Jet H - Royal Moroccan Air Force

Dassault Mirage F1CH - Royal Moroccan Air ForceAerospatiale SA-330C Puma - Royal Moroccan Air Force
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v Hawker Beechcraft T-6C Texan II - Royal Moroccan Air ForceDassault Mirage F1CH - Royal Moroccan Air Force

Lockheed Martin F-16C Royal Moroccan Air Force
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Lockheed KC-130H Hercules - Royal Moroccan Air Force
Air to air refuelling with some fighters
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nas fallon 
Naval Air Station Fallon or NAS Fallon is the Unites States Navy’s premier air-
to-air and air-to-ground training facility. It is located southeast of the city of 
Fallon in western Nevada in the United States. Since 1996, it has been home 
to the Naval Fighter Weapons School, and the surrounding area contains 
84,000 acres (34,000 ha) of bombing and electronic warfare ranges. It is 
also home to the Naval Strike and Air Warfare Center (NSAWC), which inclu-
des TOPGUN, the Carrier Airborne Early Warning Weapons School (TOPDOME) 
and the Navy Rotary Wing Weapons School. Navy SEAL Combat Search and 
Rescue (CSAR) training also takes place here.

F-A-18A Hornet Us Navy
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by Ivan Voukadinov
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General Dynamics F-16A Fighting Falcon double Us Navy

McDonnell Douglas FA-18A Hornet Navy McDonnell Douglas FA-18A+ Hornet Navy
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General Dynamics F-16A Fighting Falcon Navy (blu)

McDonnell Douglas FA-18A+ Hornet Navy McDonnell Douglas F-A-18A Hornet Us Navy
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Northrop F-5N Tiger II
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cape town 
international Airport

Avro Shackleton
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by Renier Siebrits

Cape Town International Airport is the 
only commercial airport which serves 
the City of Cape Town. It is located 
about 12 miles from the city centre. 
The airport was opened in 1954 and 
replaced the previous airport in Cape 
Town, namely Wingfield Aerodrome. 
The airport was initially name DF Malan airport after the South African 
Prime Minister of that time.
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B-737-Kulula

B-737-South African A-340-South African
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B-737-flymango

A-340-South African B-737-Kulula
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Aero L-39C Albatros Jas-39 Gripen

Jas-39 Gripen
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With the fall of apartheid in the early 1990s the ownership if the airport was transferred to the Airports 
Company of South Africa (ACSA) and the airport was renamed to Cape Town International Airport. The 
airport was extensively expanded in anticipation of the 2010 FIFA World Cup.

The airport is able to accommodate aircraft up to the size of Airbus A340 and Boeing 747, but not A380s. 
The airport has 2 runways with the larger runway, 01/19, having a length of 10502 ft. Runway 01 is in use 
during the winter time and 19 during most of the summer months.

Cape Town International Airport is the second busiest airport in South Africa and the third busiest in Africa. 
The busiest routes are the Cape Town to Johannesburg and Durban routes which  are mostly operated by 
737-800s, A319-100s. There are also a number of international flights to Asia, Europe and Africa operated 
by 747s, 777s, A330s and soon 787s.
 
Cape Town International Airport is also the home of Thunder City. Thunder City has an impressive collection 
of civilian owned and operated ex-military jet aircraft. The collection consists of  Hawker Hunters, Bucca-
neers, a BAC Strikemaster, an Aérospatiale Puma and not the least of which, the worlds only flying example 
of a T5 English Electric Lightning.

Cape Town Airport offers a few spotting locations. Readers should however be observant when spotting 
in these areas. The airport is located close to informal settlements, one of which is at the threshold of 
Runway 19. My advice would be to try and spot in a group of 2 or more and  always be aware of your 
surroundings. 

Aero L-39C Albatros

C-17 Globemaster III Hawk South African Air Force
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Air Force One (VC-25A)
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Here is a list of the best spotting locations:

Point 1: Corner of Robert Sobukwe Rd and 35th Avenue (Coordinates:  33°56’52.96”S,  
18°35’56.98”E) 
From the N1 motorway, take Giel Basson Drive towards the Airport. Giel Basson will be-
come 35th Avenue. At the crossing of Robert Sobukwe Rd and Giel Basson, drive straight 
over and stop on the left hand side of the road. This spot is great for morning arrivals 
on runway 19.

Point 2: DHL Facility (Coordinates:  33°57’17.54”S,  18°35’44.11”E)
From Point 1 drive down Robert Sobukwe Rd and take the Borcherds Quarry turnoff. Take 
a left into Bahrain Rd. Take the 3rd exit at the roundabout. Then take a left and drive to the 
DHL Facility. This is a great spot for afternoon arrivals on runway 19.

Point 3: Terminal Building: ( 33°58’9.68”S,  18°35’50.18”E)
Drive down Borcherds Quarry Rd and head to one of the Parkade. Park and head to the 
main terminal building level 2. There are a few restaurants on the second floor with a view 
over the apron. Unfortunately the glass of the building is at an angle which causes quite 
a lot of light reflections. Be aware that you will be charged a parking fee at the airport.

Point 4: Thunder City ( 33°58’53.84”S,  18°35’59.93”E)
Drive down Borcherds Quarry Rd. Turn left into Michigan St. Turn right at the T-junction. Con-
tinue driving until you get to a fork in the road; keep right. There is a parking area on the left 
hand side of the road. Next to it there is an open field with palisade fencing around it. From 
here you have a view of the section of the runway where the airplanes touch down. The pali-
sade fencing can be a bit of a problem, but there are a few spots where there are larger gaps 
between the palisade fencing where your lens can fit through.

Point 5: N2 at Satellite Police Station ( 33°59’24.10”S,  18°36’18.54”E)
Drive down Borcherds Quarry Rd and take the N2 turnoff to the left. After 1.1 miles you will get 
to an area where there is a satellite police station next to the N2 Highway. This is a good spot 
for afternoon arrivals on runway 01.

Please take care and always be aware of your surroundings when spotting from these lo-
cations.

Renier Siebrits
The equipment used is a Nikon D800 with a 70-300mm f4.5-5.6G IF-ED VR lens. Retouching 
done in Lightroom.
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tlp 2014-1

Dassault Mirage F1CR - Armée de l’air (French Air Force)
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by Massimo Rossi
& Simone Marcato

Albacete 4th-5th February 2014.

A month ago we decided to take advantage of Media Day organized from the TLP’s command to 
get on last TLP FC 01-2014s week,with high hopes to see many kinds of aircraft in one time, and as 
main target, the fabolous french Dassault-made Mirage F-1, deployed at this exercise for the last 
time.
After very early wake up, a short comfortable flight from Orio al Serio to Valencia and one and half 
hour by car we arrived in mid-morning at Albacete AFB.
Spanish Air Force’s Colonel Enrique Martinez Vallas (pilot with flight hour on C-101,F-5,EF-18 and 
EFA), the TLP commander, along with his vice-commander, German Colonel Harald David Kersten 
(with 3900 flying hours of which 2800h on F-4 and 400h on Mig-29 included and former Luftwaffe 
staff development member’s about EFA program) introduced us and the other Media journalists in 
a short but exhaustive briefing about flying courses and rules that us must be observe during all 
the Media Day long.
During these four weeks partecipants were involved in a several types of flight operations like 
COMAO,CSAR mission,close air support,air defence, air-air defence ecc.. 
Starting from basic and limited threaten at the beginning, until achieve more and more complex 
missions by the exercise ends: improve the use of the air power, operations planning process 
leading joint missions is the TLP’s final goal.

More than 40 aircrafts and 600 personnel took part at TLP 2014-1. 

Partecipants were divided in:

- Blue Forces: Italian Eurofighters (from 4° Stormo), Tornados (from 6° and 50° Stormo), 
AMX (from 32° and 51° Stormo) and AB-212 (21°Gruppo, 9°Stormo from Grazzanise), Spanish 
Eurofighters (local ALA 14) and F-18 (from ALA 15 based at Zaragoza), F-16s from Nederlands 
(312,313 and 322 squadron) and Portugal (Esq 301 Based at Monte Real,one F-16 with special 
jaguar grey-colored tail), USAF F-15s (493rd FS Lakenheath AFB), German Tornados (TLG 33 from 
Buchel), French Mirage 2000Ds (from Nancy) and two F-1s (from ER 02.33 Savoie based at Mont 
de Marsan) Puma and Caracal (each the types with single helicopter) and a sigle AWACS E-3F (SAL 
257 special color from Avord). 

- Red Forces: Spanish EF-18M and Eurofighters, and USAF F-15s along with SAM HAWK and SPADA’s 
batteries. 

Before the lunch time, we started to move around flight line with a good opportunity to take 
photographs.Many different aircrafts are parked (while technicians make the last checks before 
the mass lanch scheduled in the afternoon) and offered us a nice set for work. 
Around 15:00 we moved close to the runway and we took photos of takes off started with the two 
French Pumas and Caracals (involved in CSAR) quickly followed from the other assetts (some of 
which made spectacular low-level take off with our appreciation!).
All the aircrafts left the airport in an hour while we fighting against the cloudy weather.
Anyway a really awesome noisy show! 

After one and a half hour (and a lot of prayers to have a better weather!) the aircraft started to land.
Unluckily the weather didn’t help us a lot and many clouds often covered the sun. However when 
winter sunlights appear on the runway we were able to tale some beautiful.
Our first day in Albacete ended with a great loot of shots. TLP organization team helped us a lot 
and we got the fantastic opportunity to understand how they work.
As the real spotters, the day after we decided to stay outside the airfield to take some photos 
from a different point of view. Also in this windy morning the sun sometimes disappeared behind 
clouds but we were able to photograph the landingof Spanish Eurofighters and American F-15s 
after their DACT mission, and a single Falcon 20 used for ECM roles.
Once and again the weather decided to ruin all our plans: in fact during the afternoon due the wind 
increased and all the TLP missions scheduled were deleted with our disappointment.
At this point we decided to leave Albacete and come back to Valencia to take the return flight for 
Italy. Finally, a little bit tired we returned home after two day spent in good company, in a beautiful 
place, with a not perfect weather, but satisfied to take some good pics. 
We know: this is the spotters life.



Eurofighter EF-2000 Typhoon - Ejército del Aire (Spanish Air Force)
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Dassault Mirage F1CR - Armée de l’air (French Air Force)

Aerospatiale SA-330B Puma - Armée de l’air (French Air Force) General Dynamics F-16AM Fighting Falcon - Koninklijke Luchtmacht 
(Royal Netherlands Air Force)

Lockheed F-16AM Fighting Falcon - Força Aérea Portuguesa
 (Portuguese Air Force)

McDonnell Douglas F-15C Eagle - US Air Force

McDonnell Douglas F-15C Eagle - US Air Force

McDonnell Douglas EF-18A Hornet - Ejército del Aire 

AMX International AMX – Aeronautica Militare (Italian Air Force)



Panavia Tornado ECR – Aeronautica Militare (Italian Air Force)

Eurofighter EF-2000 Typhoon - Ejército del Aire (Spanish Air Force) McDonnell Douglas F-15D Eagle - US Air Force
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McDonnell Douglas F-15C Eagle - US Air Force McDonnell Douglas F-15C Eagle 
US Air Force

Lockheed F-16AM Fighting Falcon - 
Força Aérea Portuguesa
 

McDonnell Douglas EF-18A Hornet - Ejército del Aire Dassault Mirage 2000D - Armée de l’air (French Air Force)

Panavia Tornado IDS – Luftwaffe (German Air Force)

AMX International AMX – Aeronautica Militare (Italian Air Force) Eurofighter EF-2000 Typhoon – Aeronautica Militare (Italian Air Force)
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Agusta Bell AB-212 – Aeronautica Militare (Italian Air Force) General Dynamics F-16AM Fighting Falcon - Koninklijke Luchtmacht

Dassault Mirage F1CR - Armée de l’air (French Air Force)

AMX International AMX – Aeronautica Militare (Italian Air Force) Aerospatiale SA-330B Puma - Armée de l’air (French Air Force) McDonnell Douglas F-15C Eagle - US Air Force

Dassault Mirage F1CR - Armée de l’air (French Air Force) Panavia Tornado IDS – Aeronautica Militare (Italian Air Force)
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General Dynamics F-16AM Fighting Falcon - Koninklijke Luchtmacht

Dassault Mirage F1CR - Armée de l’air (French Air Force)

McDonnell Douglas F-15C Eagle - US Air Force

McDonnell Douglas F-15C Eagle - US Air Force

Eurofighter EF-2000 Typhoon - Ejército del Aire (Spanish Air Force) Panavia Tornado ECR – Aeronautica Militare (Italian Air Force)

AMX International AMX – Aeronautica Militare (Italian Air Force) Dassault Mirage 2000D - Armée de l’air (French Air Force)
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The last flight of the New Era

by Roberto Leone
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One of the nicest features of aviation 
enthusiasm and, in particular, to be a spotter, 
is the planning of trips purely dedicated to our 
passion: catch unusual preys in our latitudes. So 
it happens to reach a destination agreed with 
your fellow travelers, find the spotting pointa 
and know other enthusiasts like you, people of 
all nationalities with which you hold a friendship 
and keep in touch. And just like that, a very dear 
friend of nationality of Bangladesh told me that 
the flag carrier of Bangladesh, Biman, would 
offer the opportunity for all aviation enthusiasts 
to participate in an event quite unique in our 
side of word: celebrating the farewell of the 
legenday tri-jet McDonnell Douglas DC10 with 
a series of dedicated passenger flight from 
Birmingham Airport to Birmingham Airport, 
before the grounding and demolition of this 
glorious aircraft.
 
I agreed, and the adventure began!

The company. Biman is a relatively young airline 
based in Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh. It 
started its operations in 1972 with domestic 
routes and further expanding its network with 
international destinations. Biman began its 
operations with a Douglas DC-3 and two Fokker 
F27, then the airline boughts some Boeing 707 
for international services. The ‘80s gave way 
to a new era for the company. Biman renewed 
its fleet with new Fokker F28-4000s (1981) and 
three DC10-30s (1983) (a fourth aircraft arrived 
in 1989). Actually all these aircraft belong to the 
story of the airline that has recently carried 
out a major fleet renewal and the older aircraft 
were replaced with newer models like Boeing 
737-800, 777-300ER and, in the near future, 
787-8. Actually Biman operates a fleet Boeing 
777 and 737 and A310.
 The McDonnell Douglas DC-10 was a three-
engine jet manufactured by McDonnell Douglas 
with a range for medium to long-haul flights. 
This model succeeded the previous model, the 
McDonnell Douglas’s DC-8, for long-range ope-
rations, and competed with another tri-jet: the 
Lockheed L-1011 Tristar. Production of the DC-10 
ended in 1989 with 386 delivered to airlines and 
60 to the U.S. Air Force.

In light of the great response from aviation 
enthusiasts to this event, Biman had to review 
the plans of the farewell flights and decided 
to spread the program with three daily flights 
in the days of 22, 23 and 24 February. The 
company also reviewed the number of available 
seats. The tickets price was 150£. 
The aircraft used for this historical farewell 
event was S2-ACR (c/n 48317), bought from 
Biman in 1988 and used for 25 years in the 

international network of the company.
Our trip to Birmingham started with a car 
transfer from London to Birmingham. The first 
stages of the journey weren’t good because 
in Birmingham was a rainy day. Our flight was 
the second flight of the day, then we decided to 
go to a well known spotting point (coordinates 
52.448596, -1.749903) to take some photos. 
Because of the traffic we lose the first take-off 
of the DC-10 which rotated just when we were 
still in the car. Finally we arrived in the roof of a 
parkade and we had to wait an hour before the 
return of the DC-10. In the meanwhile, the rain 
stopped but the sky was very cloudy. 

We saw our aircraft from a distance,  with his 
typical disposition before the landing with a 
certain crosswind: short final, touch and slow 
down on runway 15 with clouds of water raised 
from the wet track by the thrust reversers of 
the two powerful CF6 located under the wings. 
Then the aircraft go to the remote parking at 
the stand 86C where there were eight Boeing 
737 Ryanair stopped in the pits with the plugs in 
their engines.
While we were waiting for boarding in the 
aircraft we spent our time taking some photo of 
the local traffic of the airport which was poor 
at that hour.
Finally came our turn. We came back by car to 
the airport which was at the opposite side of the 
spotting point. The boarding procedures were 
the same of a normal flight: two check-in desks  
worked for this flight even if there were no 
luggage. The check in desks’ displays showed a 
photo of a DC-10 during take off, it was impossi-
ble not to notice them.  
After check-in we headed to the security checks 
then we went to te gate of the flight: gate 65, 
the last one of that departures hall. When I 
showed my boarding pass I peeked on the diplay 
in the desk and I saw that this flight would 
accomodate 134 passengers. 
The boarding was carried with a bus that took 
us close to the old classic aircraft. When we 
got off the bus we could make a walk around of 
the aircraft. Unfortunately the poor light – due 
to the weather – and the continuous crush of 
enthusiasts made it impossible to get “clean” 
pictures. 
After the walk around was time to board. 
The boarding was similar to that of a normal 
flight: the cabin crew welcomed us and explai-
ned the way to reach our seats (27A). Once 
on board we had the impression to be entered 
into one of those catastrophic movies about air 
disasters which were much in vogue in the 80s. 
The old cabin showed all his years: the tissues, 
the furnitures and atmosphere were characte-
ristic of an earlier era of commercial aviation, 
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but despite the age, the aircraft appeared in good 
conditions!  The streaked windows didn’t allow a 
clear view of the outside, a serious problem for 
all the photographers! 

Doors closed, engines start, push back, taxiing, 
safety briefing: we were ready to take off!
We had to wait a take off of another aircraft then 
it woul be up to us and then to an Austrian Airlines 
Q400 that looked like a gnat compared to our 
aircraft. 
Finally comes our turn: we took off from runway 
15. The sun now was lighting up our day. The 
three GE engines’ noise was music to our ears. 
Once in the air we could see the airport from the 
above. The flight, which we discovered was to 
last two hours, took place quietly. The reason of 
the longer duration of the flight was that some 
enthusiasts, or maybe medias, rented a Cessna 
Citation and flew side by side with the DC-10 
following us in all phases of flight to document it. 
We flew mostly over Wales and during the flight 
we can visit the aircraft and take photos of all 
the details. The flight attendants have dealt with 
the sale of gadgets – like posters, caps, t-shirts 
- and chatted with passengers on some curious 
and funny events that took place on board the 
aircraft. In addition to the photos to the interior 
of the aircraft, we dedicated to photographing the 
Citation that flew close to us. Unfortunately the 
windows were too scratched and we had some 
difficulties in taking the shots, anyway we were 
able to take some decent pictures. 
After one hour and three quarters of flight the 
aircraft started the descent. Seeing the airfoil of 
the DC-10 was an amazing show!
Despite the discrete crosswind the landing was 
absolutely soft and the flight and we completed 
the flight enjoying all phases up to our parking 
stall.
Before leaving the aircraft we waited for the 
other passengers to come down so we could 
make a few more photos of the cabin and the 
cockpit, but this opportunity was denied because 
in the earlier flight there were some discussions 
between visitors and the crew decided to forbid 
the photos inside the cockpit .
Before returning home we just had to go back to 
the spotting point of the morning to immortalize 
the last passengers take off at all. This time the 
sun did us a great gift with an awesome light!
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Christopher Ward 
C1000 Typhoon Watch
C1000 TYPHOON FGR4 - RAF VERSION

Christopher Ward’s most technically sophisticated aviation watch is inspired by one of 
the most advanced military aircraft in the world, the RAF’s multi-role combat fighter, 
the FGR4 Typhoon.

The watch, which is powered by a modified version of ETA’s 7750 chronograph 
movement, is the first in entire collection to have a high-tech ceramic case, making the 
C1000 Typhoon light yet virtually indestructible. Built around a titanium sub-frame for 
additional strength, the ceramic used is one of the most advanced composites in the 
world and at seven times stronger than steel, only a diamond will make a mark on the 
durable and highly scratch-resistant surface.
The SuperLuminova™ numerals of the charcoal dial are based on those used for the 
Typhoon’s Head Up Display (HUD) and in a particularly subtle touch, the chronograph 
eyes have been indented with the shape of the aircrafts after-burners.
The dramatic delta-wing shape of the aircraft is captured on the counter-balance of the 
second hand and the distinctive small forward wings, known as foreplanes, at the tip.
The trademark Christopher Ward deep-etched engraving on the reverse captures the 
plan of the Typhoon perfectly and the ensemble is finished superbly with a high density 
webbing strap and titanium buckle.

For those of us who dream, the C1000 is as close as we will ever come to being a 
fighter pilot!

www.christopherward.co.uk
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Hamilton has unveiled a new limited-edition pilots’ watch inspired by its aviation 
history, the Hamilton Khaki Takeoff Auto Chrono. The watch, which has a black PVD 
case, takes its design cues from an elapsed-time clock that Hamilton produced 
during World War II.
The Hamilton Khaki Takeoff Auto Chrono Limited Edition is distinguished not only 
by the dashboard-clock aesthetic of its dial but by its detachable design: the 
watch can be easily removed from its black leather strap and installed in a special 
wooden presentation box with printed aviation references such “No Step” and 
“Pull to Open.” While the watch is in the presentation box, it resembles its World-
War II-era predecessor, which was at the time considered the most complicated 
aircraft clock.
This contemporary Hamilton pilots’ watch is equipped with a bidirectional turning 
reflector and flange, driven by the bezel, which can be used for a countdown. 
Another simple turning action is used to separate the 46.3-mm case, made of 
stainless steel and coated with black PVD, from its strap, which has a structured 
rubber lining and can be stowed at the bottom of the presentation box when not in 
use. The box’s surface has visible aluminum rivets and plates as well as four con-
temporary “instruments” to complement the watch and complete the instrument 
panel look; Hamilton refers to the whole ensemble as a “portable cockpit.”

 The Hamilton Khaki Takeoff Auto Chrono Limited Edition contains Hamilton’s 
proprietary H-31 caliber, with chronograph functions and 60-hour power reserve. 
The predominantly black dial has contrasting yellow details, and the hour markers 
are coated with Super-LumiNova. The hands are in the classical pilots’-watch style 
and the central chronograph hand is tipped with an airplane-shaped pointer. In 
another nod to historical timekeepers, the crown is positioned at 12 o’clock, with 
the chrono pushers on either side. The watch is limited to 1,999 numbered pieces, 
priced at $3,295.

Hamilton Khaki Takeoff 
Auto Chrono Limited Edition

About Hamilton 

The Hamilton History is a 120 years long and eventful travel from Lancaster 
in the US to Biel the world capital of watchmaking in Switzerland. Today 
highlights from Hamilton pioneering role in the worlds of aviation, cinema, 
electric and digital technology shape the collection. The Hamilton watches 
have unique shapes, personality and design combining the American spirit 
with Swiss technologies.

Hamilton has an aviation heritage dating back to 1919. That was the year in 
which a Hamilton aeronautical watch accompanied the very first American ai-
rmail postal service between Washington and New York. This in-flight activity 
continued to strengthen and grow and by the 1930s Hamilton was the official 
watch of the commercial airlines, TWA, Eastern, United and Northwest. A 
major highlight of the era was the selection of Hamilton as timekeeper for the 
United Air Lines inauguration of the first coast-to-coast service - a 15-hour, 
20-minute trip between New York and San Francisco.

Today the Hamilton range includes various aviation-inspired watches. The 
brand is also timekeeper to a variety of international aviation events and has 
Nicolas Ivanoff, the leading French aerobatic pilot as its ambassador.
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Half a century of airborne feats

Breitling celebrates the 50th anniversary of the Patrouille Suisse 
by dedicating to this exceptional team an exclusive version of the 
Chronomat, complete with personalized dial and engraved caseback. 
Issued in a 1,000-piece limited edition, this authentic aviation 
chronograph once again reflects the special ties between the Swiss 
brand and the world’s elite pilots.
In 2014, Switzerland and the aviation world are celebrating a double 
milestone: the 100th anniversary of the Swiss Air Force and the 50th 
anniversary of the Patrouille Suisse.
1964 saw the official creation of an aerobatics team composed 
of professional air force pilots. Initially comprising four and later 
five British Hawker Hunter Mk 58 jet fighters, the Patrouille Suisse 
switched to six planes in 1978 and began giving its first demonstra-
tions beyond national borders. Since 1995, it has established itself 
as one of the rare aerobatics teams on supersonic jets by flying 
six American F-5E Tiger II fighter aircraft recognizable by their red 
and white livery. An outstanding ambassador of Swiss precision 
and excellence, the Patrouille Suisse regularly performs at shows 
around Europe, providing stunning displays that delight spectators 
and have already earned it numerous distinctions.

An authentic aviation chronograph
As a privileged partner of aviation, Breitling enjoys a longstanding 
relationship with the Patrouille Suisse that has already led to the 
creation of several personalized models. The brand now joins the 
team’s 50th anniversary celebrations by launching a limited edition 
of its stellar Chronomat model in its dual-time version. An authentic 
wrist instrument for pilots, this mechanical chronograph featuring 
a sturdy satin-brushed steel case is distinguished by a black dial 
bearing the flight team logo at 9 o’clock, framed by a rotating bezel 
with inlaid rubber numerals. The second hour hand, tipped by the 
outline of a red F-5E Tiger II, serves to display the second timezone 
in 24-hour mode in a very simple manner via an extremely practical 
crown-adjustment system. The 24-hour scale on the bezel also 
enables a third timezone reading. The engraved caseback bears 
the official 50th anniversary logo, topped by the limited-edition 
number. Water-resistant to 200 meters (660 ft), the Chronomat 
44 GMT “50th Anniversary Patrouille Suisse” houses Manufacture 
Breitling Caliber B04, a selfwinding chronograph movement entirely 
developed and produced by Breitling and chronometer-certified by 
the COSC (Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute), the highest 
benchmark in terms of precision and reliability and the only one 
based on an international norm. Sturdiness and high performance 
expressed in a technical and masculine style: a fine tribute to 50 
years of airborne feats.

Chronomat 44 GMT 

“50th Anniversary Patrouille Suisse”
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Chronomat 44 GMT 

“50th Anniversary Patrouille Suisse”
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by Rocco Comandé

locarno

“Cielo Aperto” - Swiss Precision.
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The Ju Air’s Junkers Ju-52/3mg4e

Pilatus P-3-05 belonging to P-3 Flyers Ticino A private owned Hispano HA-1112-M1L Buchon
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From May 20th till June 1st 2014 a big ae-

ronautic event was held in Locarno Airport 

(Switzerland).

Locarno Air Base Command and the manage-

ment of the cantonal airport welcomed thousan-

ds of people to “C
ielo Aperto”, a series of

 events 

over the last two weeks of May 2014, intended 

to celeb
rate two milestones for a

viation South 

of the Alps: the 100 years of the Swiss Air Force
 

and the 75th Anniversary of the Cantonal Ai-

rport.
To celebrate these anniversaries the organizers 

set up an exciting range of free ev
ents open to 

the general public. Air Force
 military and civi-

lian personnel definitely cr
eated an unforgetta-

ble experience .

On Saturday 31st May and Sunday 1st June a 

big airshow concluded the event. The airshow 

involved, among others, old
 glories

 like, P-51 

Mustang, the Messerschmitt Me-109 and the  

Submarine Spitfire . An impressive display in 

flight was that of the Edelweiss’ Airbus A320 

that made some low passes and tight turns over 

the airport. The Swiss manufacturer Pilatus 

has done the lion’s share with many aircraft on 

display, including the Swiss Air Force
’s PC-7 

Team. The display of gliders, helicopters, aero-

batic teams and many old glories
 have enriched 

the show with a variety of
 aircraft types and 

liveries th
at have filled the eyes of the many 

visitors a
nd spotters.

Exciting, as usual , the exhibition of the Pa-

trouille Suisse that closed
 the airshow.

Pilatus P-3-05 belonging to P-3 Flyers Ticino The Patrouille Suisse with the powerful F-5 Tigers
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The Patrouille Suisse with the powerful F-5 Tigers

A private owned Morane-Saulnier (EKW) D-3801 (MS-412)

A private owned F+W C-3605
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At the end of january, Switzerland hosts the World Economic 
Forum in Davos, one of the biggest businessmen and politicians 
meeting in the world. In order to ensure the security of the Forum 
participants, the airspace above Davos is interdicted to civilian 
flights, and the air cover is provided by the Swiss and the Austrian 
Air Force.
Each year, one of the 3 main Swiss military airports (Payerne, 
Meiringen and Sion) is chosen to provide aircraft for Combat Air 
Patrols above Davos. This year, this task was assigned to Sion, 
which hosts Fliegerstaffel 18, equipped with McDonnell Douglas F-
18C Hornet fighters, and Fliegerstaffel 19, equipped with Nortrhop 
F-5E Tiger II fighters. As usually happens during the WEF missions, 
Swiss reserve pilots were recalled in service to provide additio-
nal manpower.
Lot of flying activity, fighters armed with live missiles and a spec-
tacular snowy background make Sion a very popular destination 
for spotters during the WEF. Like every Swiss airport, Sion is a 
very spotter-friendly place: the most famous spotting point is lo-
cated under one of the base’s gate guardians, an Hawker Hunter 

dedicated to Claude Nicollier, former Swiss Air Force pilot and 
the first Swiss astronaut, who flew 4 times on board the Space 
Shuttle and became the first European Space Agency astronaut to 
perform a space walk from the Shuttle. Unfortunately, you need 
a ladder if you don’t want to shoot through the fence, but the sol-
diers won’t tell you to go away… sometimes they will even appro-
ach you to sell the official patches if the local store isn’t open yet!
If you want to get the snowy backgrounds for which Sion is fa-
mous, you need to move near runway 07’s threshold, but beware: 
the F-18’s high thrust-to-weight ratio will mean that they will be 
already quite high by the time they’ll pass in front of you. You’ll 
need to wait  for the less powerful F-5.
There are many other interesting spotting points in Sion, namely 
one near runway 25’s threshold where you can have 2 chateaux 
in the background and the terrace above the airport’s restaurant, 
but I didn’t have the time to try them.
If you love civilian traffic too, in Sion you’ll see many executives 
and general aviation planes, and there are also many helicopter 
companies based there.

wef sion
by Giorgio Varisco

Gate Guardiam: Hawker Hunter F58 - Swiss Air Force

Northrop F-5E Tiger II - Swiss Air Force
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McDonnell Douglas F/A-18C Hornet Swiss Air Force

McDonnell Douglas F/A-18C Hornet Swiss Air Force

Gate Guardiam: Hawker Hunter F58 - Swiss Air Force Northrop F-5E Tiger II - Swiss Air Force

Northrop F-5E Tiger II - Swiss Air Force

Northrop F-5E Tiger II - Swiss Air Force Northrop F-5E Tiger II - Swiss Air Force (Patrouille Suisse) Pilatus PC-12

Dassault Falcon 7X
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dossier ebace 2014

Luca Martinetto
Roberto Leone
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The European Business A
viatio

n Convention & Exhibitio
n (EBACE) is th

e 

major e
vent for 

the European busin
ess av

iation
 com

munity. E
BACE take

s 

pace y
early

 at th
e Geneva’s 

Palexp
o, which is str

ategic
ally lo

cated
 within 

10 minutes o
f the cen

ter of
 Geneva a

nd is im
mediately

 adjacen
t to t

he 

site o
f the EBACE Static 

Display G
eneva In

ternation
al Airport, a

 railw
ay 

statio
n and a motorw

ay.

 The annual m
eeting place a

nd exhibitio
n brings tog

ether bu
siness le

aders, 

gover
nment officials, 

manufact
urers

, corp
orate

 aviat
ion departm

ent per-

sonnel and all m
anner of 

people involved
 in nearly

 all a
spects o

f busi
ness 

aviat
ion. New busin

ess ai
rcraf

t firms, avi
onics firms, handling org

anizatio
ns, 

fracti
onal provid

ers, c
harter

/lease
 com

panies an
d previou

sly tit
led aircr

aft 

resell
ers d

isplay th
eir w

ares.

EBACE is joi
ntly hosted

 by th
e European Business A

viatio
n Associa

tion 

(EBAA), the lead
ing asso

ciatio
n for b

usiness av
iation

 in Europe, an
d the 

Nation
al Business A

viatio
n Associa

tion (NBAA), the lead
ing voic

e for 
the 

busin
ess av

iation
 industry

 in the United States
. 

Although EBACE is th
e only major E

uropean even
t focu

sed solel
y on busi-

ness av
iation

, many visi
tors c

ome from
 as fa

r as A
frica,

 Asia, t
he Middle 

East an
d North America.

In the magnificent Palexp
o, which cove

rs more t
han 100,000 squa

re 

meters,
 EBACE showcases 

nearly
 500 exhibitin

g com
panies fr

om arou
nd 

the world and cove
rs more t

han 36,000 squa
re meters.

 At nearby
 Geneva 

Internation
al Airport, o

ver  5
0 aircr

aft, in
cluding nearly

 ever
y major b

u-

siness ai
rcraf

t design
 in curr

ent production
, will be 

on display in
 a special 

18,000-squar
e-meter s

tatic 
display ar

ea.

About 
EBACE
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It took place from May 20 till May 22 the fourteenth edition of EBACE (European Business Aviation 
Convention & Exhibition) held in Geneva Palexpo and organized by EBAA- the European Business 
Aviation Association and NBAA - the American National Business Aviation Association.
This year’s edition of EBACE began with the official presentation of the new Bombardier’s business 
jet, the GLOBAL 7000, which has aroused amazement and interest for its technical performances, the 
layout and the design of its interiors and the elegant finishes. 
The mock up of the new airplane was presented by Bassam Sabbagh, the Vice President & General 
Manager for GLOBAL 7000 & GLOBAL 8000 at Bombardier Aerospace,  who proudly described the 
work of the Canadian manufacturer during the last 4 years. Sabbagh stressed that the development 
of the new jet is proceeding without delay and confirmed that the entry into operational service will 
be in 2016. 
Another great exclusive EBACE 2014 was the launch of the new Falcon aircraft: in fact Dassault 
Aviation, after only seven months from the presentation of the all new Falcon 5X, launched the new 
Falcon 8X. The chairman of the French manufacturer, Eric Trappier, showed the new 8X as the 
flagship of Dassaut that will complement the product line of the Falcon family of business jets. The 
new Falcon 8X will compete with the Gulfstream G550/G650 and the new Global 7000. The 8X will 
have greater autonomy, a wider and more spacious cabin and a new airfoil that will reduce drag and 
increased savings during the flights. 
Great news for the Swiss manufacturer Pilatus that, as planned, accepted the first orders for the 
PC-24, the first jet produced. During the first day of EBACE, Markus Bucher and Oscar Schwenk, 
respectively Pilatus Aircraft’s CEO and President, have signed several firm orders the first of which 
was signed by the Australian Royal Flying Doctor Service with an order for four PC-24. Other orders 
came from the English operator Plane Sense, which ordered six PC-24s, and Luxembourg company 
JetFly, which purchased four new Pilatus jets. 
“It ‘s great to be able to sign the first contracts for the sale of our new aircraft with operators such 
well-known,” said Oscar Schwenk. 
Grahame Marshall, CEO of Royal Flying Doctor Service of Australia, said: “With the vast distances for 
the service in Western Australia, our challenge was to combine the strengths of a turbo propeller as 
the ability to operate on short surfaces, with the speed of a jet as the PC-24. Another point in favor 
of the PC-24 is the large tailgate that can accommodate patients on stretchers and the personnel 
involved in operations.”
Pilatus will celebrate the official launch of the PC 24-August 1 at Buochs airport.

Overview stand

Overview static display
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Overview static displayMockup Falcon 5X

Overview stand Gulfstream
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Dassault Falcon 5X
Dassault Aviation presents its biggest and most advanced Falcon jet. The Falcon 5X 
is a new-generation business jet with new a flight control system, new aerodyna-
mics and other advanced technologies, many pioneered in Dassault’s military 
programs.
The Falcon 5X represents an important addition to the Falcon product line, 
expanding its offering in the large-cabin segment. The new jet has a cabin height of 
six feet, six inches (1.98 m), an important consideration for passenger comfort on 
flights of 10 or 11 hours’ duration. The 16-passenger aircraft has a range of 5,200 
nautical miles (9,630 km), connecting Los Angeles with London, Sao Paulo with 
Chicago, Johannesburg with Geneva or Paris with Beijing. Functionality and modern 
style blend in the cabin. The company conducted extensive research into new cabin 
technology and styling techniques that will greatly enhance passengers’ sense of 
spaciousness and comfort.
The new aircraft’s digital flight control system represents a major advance in 
making aircraft control more precise, easier and safer. The system integrates all 
moving control surfaces for the first time, including an additional control surface 
called a ‘flaperon’, that allows steep approaches at slow and safe speeds. It also 
integrates nose wheel steering for safer runway handling in strong crosswind 
conditions and on wet or slick runways. Dassault Aviation is a leader in digital flight 
control technology having pioneered it on fighters four decades ago and having 
introduced the first business jet with digital flight controls, the Falcon 7X, in 2007.
Honeywell will provide the 5X with a new generation of the Falcon series’ EASy all-
digital cockpit, as well as its most advanced radar, capable of detecting turbulence 
at greater distances than current models.
The aircraft will be powered by new-generation Silvercrest engines from Safran 
Snecma, the French-based engine maker and 50-percent partner with General 
Electric in CFM, which builds the world’s best selling jet engine, the CFM56.
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Bombardier presented the full-scale mock-up of its new Global 7000 aircraft – a game changer in 
business aviation.
The new Global 7000 business jet will provide the experience of a lifetime to its operators.

Bombardier Aerospace unveiled the full-scale mock-up of its new Global 7000 aircraft during a 
breathtaking show at the European Business Aviation Conference and Exhibition (EBACE) in Geneva, 
Switzerland. Global 7000 and Global 8000aircraft customers were in attendance.
The impressive full-size mock-up, the largest built in business aviation, showcases the aircraft’s 
unparalleled spaciousness, luxury and comfort. With its four distinct living spaces, including a 
private stateroom, the Global 7000business jet will allow passengers to work, eat, sleep and relax 
in a comfortable environment. This aircraft also features the largest total window area, allowing for 
more natural light inside the cabin and the state-of-the-art Bombardier Visionflight deck.
“We are extremely proud to present the mock-up of the Global 7000 aircraft here at EBACE, an 
event that gathers the world’s key players in business aviation. The new Global 7000 business jet’s 
breakthrough design illustrates how Bombardier is well ahead of the curve when it comes to offering 
the ultimate level of comfort,” said Eric Martel, President, Bombardier Business Aircraft. “This 
aircraft is the first business jet to offer a true four-zone cabin to satisfy the increasing travel needs 
of customers and will offer the most comfortable long-flight experience to passengers and crew 
members,” he added.
As announced last week, the Global 7000 and Global 8000 program is progressing well in the 
detailed design phase with the majority of the production drawings already released. The assembly 
of major structures has started at Bombardier and our suppliers’ facilities.
Launched in 2010 and set to enter-into-service in 2016 and 2017 respectively, the Global 7000 and 
Global 8000 jets exemplify Bombardier’s visionary thinking. They will have the ability to reach more 
destinations non-stop than ever before, delivering unprecedented levels of performance, flexibility, 
and comfort.

Building a robust support offering prior to entry-into-service

Bombardier is dedicated to finding more ways to put its customers first and provide them with a 
competitive advantage. Over the last few years, Bombardier has been actively gathering customer 
feedback to help develop first-class services for its best-in-class Global 7000 and Global 8000 
aircraft throughout their life cycle. The Customer Services team has been thoroughly working at 
integrating Global 7000 and Global 8000 aircraft customers into an extensive network of services. 
This network includes regional support offices, parts depots and hubs, wholly owned service centres, 
authorized service facilities, Bombardier training centres, in-service engineering teams, 24/7 
Customer Response Centres and a deployed Customer Response Team.
Building on over 27 years of OEM cost-per-flight-hour experience, Global 7000 and Global 8000 ai-
rcraft customers will benefit from Smart Services programs. Customers will also be presented with 
Bombardier’s strongest cost-per-flight-hour component coverage program, Smart Parts Preferred 
and a newly designed Smart Maintenance Plus program for even greater coverage extending into 
scheduled labour and more.
Overall, Bombardier will ensure convenience and peace of mind to its customers as they choose 
from a bundle of service offerings most suitable to their needs.
Global 7000 aircraft: The Global 7000 will set the standard for a new category of large business jets 
with the first true four-zone cabin. Passengers flying on the Global 7000 will experience a spectacu-
larly spacious cabin, coupled with a superior high-speed cruise of M 0.90*. The Global 7000 aircraft 
will have a range of 7,300 nm (13,520 km)*.

Bombardier unveils the largest 
mock-up in business aviation , 
the Global 7000

bombardier global 7000
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bombardier global 7000
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HUGE SUCCESS FOR THE PC-24: 84 AIRCRAFT SOLD, ALL PRODUCTION CAPACITY 
BOOKED OUT UNTIL END OF 2019! 

Pilatus Aircraft Ltd is delighted to announce that all PC-24s to be built  in the first three years of 
production were sold over the first two days  of the European Business Aviation Conference and 
Exhibition (EBACE)  2014.
Pilatus and its officially authorised PC-24 sales centres look back on a great success at EBACE 2014. 
All PC-24 delivery positions planned between the start of deliveries in 2017 and the end of 2019 have 
been
sold. Sales went ahead on the basis of binding contracts and nonrefundable deposits. All PC-24 
customers have therefore made a clear commitment to our product.
Pilatus made a deliberate decision not to accept orders for deliveries from 2020 or afterwards, 
preferring to wait until a later date to announce plans for the opening of the order books for PC-24 
deliveries from 2020. Oscar J. Schwenk, Chairman of the Board of Directors is understandably
pleased:
“EBACE 2014 delivered an incredible vote of confidence in Pilatus and our new business jet. Custo-
mers who opted for the PC-24 include both prestigious fleet operators and individuals of internatio-
nal stature such as Peter Brabeck, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Nestlé – to
name just one.
This is a huge source of motivation for us all and I can assure you that we will do our utmost to drive 
the PC-24 project ahead as planned.“ Based at the headquarters in Stans, the PC-24 project team is 
currently working all out to achieve the next milestone in the timetable - the rollout of the first PC-24 
on 1st August 2014.

pilatus pc-24
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Bombardier Global 6000 – N381GX
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Cabina Bombardier BD-700-1A10 Global 6000 VistaJet - 9H-VJD Embraer Executive Jets  Lineage 1000 - N981EE
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